[Acoustical estimation of impact of single dive in closed-type breathing apparatus on human ventilatory lung function].
Diving renders negative influence on human respiratory system especially when oxygen breathing apparatus is used. Spirometry indexes, traditionally used to estimate ventilator lung function, have poor sensitivity to toxic effect of hyperbaric hyperoxia. The objective is to study possibility of revealing minimum impairments of lung ventilator function in oxygen divers by analysis of forced expiratory tracheal noise duration. 48 divers were studied before and after single shallow water dive in oxygen closed-type breathing apparatus. A significant drop of FVC, FEV1 over the group as a whole was found after dive however being in the limits of norm. The significant increase of individual forced expiratory tracheal noise duration, exceeding the natural variability limit (19.6%, p < 0.05), was found in 10 subjects (20.8%). Three of them during dive had respiratory symptoms characteristic for initial manifestations of pulmonary oxygen poisoning. The asymptomatic reversible increase of forced expiratory tracheal noise duration in the rest 7 divers was interpreted as a sign of hidden phase of hyperbaric hyperoxia effect.